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Overview

• The (ab-)uses of tokens and the 
death of the proxy - not yet! 

• EOS token support
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Authorization Evolution
• the old way: a user authenticates with kerberos or a certificate/proxy and the 

storage system checks if the user has access according to the ACLs defined and 
the authentication provided 

• the new way: a user authenticates with an authorisation service and retrieves a 
token. The token tells the storage service if the user has access and where and in 
an obfuscated way … also who the person is …  

• for the moment the token model is envisaged only for file transfers via HTTPS protocol 

• Why? Simplifies the problem of delegating credentials between services!
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Token & Transport
• a token carries authorisation information for a target service 

• you might have heard about OAUTH2, OIDC, JWT, Sci & WLCG-Token, right? 

• in short: this is a signed JSON file carrying authorisation KV pairs 

• the token can be ‘inspected’ easily, the transport has to be secure, otherwise it 
is too easy to abuse it - HTTPS is a secure transport - XRootD4 protocol is not 
because path names, CGI etc. are not encrypted on the wire
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Token & Transport
• in HTTPS protocol a token is transferred as an HTTP auth header or as a CGI KV <url>?auth=<> 

• in XRootD protocol a token is transferred as CGI KV pair <file>?auth=<> 

• we need XRootD5 with request encryption to use tokens safely 

• in WLCG the initial usage will just be one token for the whole accessible namespace e.g. for every 
request originating from one client the same token will be sent, although it is always the same 

• EOS will use the official token plug-in of WLCG, no need to implement anything - see next presentation 

• Nevertheless token are neat in particular if you extend their scope/concept slightly - like S3 signed URLs
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EOS Tokens
Bearer Token Support  

Proprietary format 
‣ Serialized PROTOBUF structure + ZLIB Compression + Base64URL encoding 

Token carries
‣ a namespace scope file, directory or tree 
‣ an ACL entry replacing locally stored ACLs - no need to invent new syntax like UPLOAD, DOWNLOAD… 
‣ an optional role  e.g. the owner when creating a file  
‣ an optional set of origin restrictions - which clients can use this token and how do they have to be authenticated 
- we can enforce additional strong authentication if a bearer wants to use a token 
‣ a generation value allows immediate token revocation of a given generation 
‣ an expiration time
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EOS Tokens
JSON representation  

Usage 
token as filename or CGI authz=<token> usable with XRootD, HTTP, GRPC, eosxd (fuse)
  

Creation 
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EOS Tokens
How can they be used?

- usable by applications for restricted on-behalf access 
via any supported access method - even fuse mounts 

- can be used by CERNBOX services to provide shares and delegate permissions 

- as internal format for external tokens WLCG/ALICE tokens (probably obsolete) 

- as single file token like signed S3 URLs are used

http://eos-docs.web.cern.ch/eos-docs/using/tokens.html

http://eos-docs.web.cern.ch/eos-docs/using/tokens.html

